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INTRODUCTION

OUR VISION
Infuzed Brands has developed a comprehensive line of CBD-infused
beverages. We are revolutionizing the way people approach health
and wellness. Featuring functional ingredients that deliver results,
Infuzed Brands offer consumers a delightful, delicious and easy way
to restore balance to the body and mind.
Infuzed Brands is bringing the benefits of CBD to the masses. We are
capturing the untapped market potential of this wonder molecule by
focusing on the beverage niche and by securing a branding
stronghold through social strategy and celebrity alliances.
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HTTPS://WWW.INC.COM/KIMBERLY-WEISUL/BEST-INDUSTRIES-2019-GREEN-ROADS.HTML
HTTPS://WWW.BUSINESSINSIDER.COM/AURORA-CANNABIS-WILL-UNVEIL-PLAN-TO-PRODUCE-CBD-FOR-US-MARKET-2019-1
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CBD

PRODUCTS

THE RACE IS O N FOR
CBD-INFUSED BEVERAGES
The passing of the Farm Bill has paved the way
for consumer packaged goods containing
hemp to explode into an untapped market:

US Dispensary CBD sales by market type

• CONSTELLATION BRANDS announced a
$5B investment into Canopy Growth
Corporation

• ALTRIA GROUP announced a $2.4B
•

investment with Cronos Group Inc
MOLSON COORS announced a joint venture
with Hydropothecary Corporation

• YOUNGEVITY formed a cross-marketing
agreement with a spring water company to
develop CBD beverages

• TILRAY partnered with the worlds largest
brewer in a $100M joint venture to research
cannabis-infused non-alcoholic drinks
HTTPS://WWW.PRNEWSWIRE.COM/NEWS-RELEASES/COMPANIES-EXPLORE-MARKET-POTENTIAL-FOR-READY-TO-DRINK-CBD-BEVERAGES-851454532.HTML
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CBD REVOLUTION

INFUZED BRANDS

CBD PRODUCT OPPORTUNITY

INFUZED BRANDS

CBD SPARKLING WATER REVOLUTION

20 2 2 C B D MARK E T BREAKDOWN
B Y D I S T R I B U T I O N CHANNE L
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SPARKLING WATER REVOLUTION

•
•

54% growth year over year for the past 3 years

•

Traditional soda brands jumping on trend

Flavored sparkling water sales were $2.45B
in 2019
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CBD

HEALS

N AT U R A L LY

THE P L A N T R E V O L U T I O N
Americans are over-medicated and over-prescribed - and CBD is an attractive solution to
America's pharmaceutical blues.
People are turning to CBD and other forms of natural plant medicines more and more,
reducing dependency on pills and the physical and financial strain they can cause.
CBD works on the body's naturally occurring CB1 & CB2 receptors and empowers the
body to heal itself. This naturally occurring compound is being sought after by athletes,
the elderly and anyone looking to gain balance and well-being to their lives. It’s being
researched for its widely reported effects in treating: pain, inflammation, addiction and
drug dependency, epilepsy, cancer, anxiety and sleep disorders.
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L LY

CONSCIOUS

TRAILBLAZERS
FOR S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
Plastic straws, bottles, and caps threaten to destroy our oceans for
future generations. It is incumbent on beverage industry leaders to
take a stand against plastic and lead by example.
Our products are 100% recyclable and 100% biodegradable. Our
upcoming product line of flat waters will be served in biodegradable
cartons with sugar-cane caps.
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ROOP MUNDI

EXPERTISE

COMPANY TRAILBLAZERS

PD

JIGME LOVE
Entrepreneur, strategist, and respected
business mentor. Prior to founding,
building, and selling her own company
Mine & Yours, Jigme wrote business plans
for IPOs. She has been featured and
quoted in Business in Vancouver, the
Toronto Star, the LA Times, the Globe and
Mail, CTV News, Global News, the

CEO

KEN TENACE

FAIZAAN LALANI
CFO

An Accounting/Finance professional with
9 years of experience covering audit,
financial reporting, corporate finance, and
operations management. Faizaan also
founded his own apparel company,
successfully selling the brand across North
America over the last four years. Prior to
this, he worked in the audit and assurance

Vancouver Sun, and many more. She

group at PWC, where he obtained is CPA,
CA designation, gaining experience in

holds an M.B.A from the International

both the public and private sectors.

University of Monaco.

A seasoned Corporate Lawyer with over 15 years of
experience in corporate law and private equity. Roop
founded a private equity firm focused on consumer
products distribution and logistics having grown the
firm’s business by 300% in two years. Since its
inception in 2015, Roop has successfully exited from
three portfolio companies with an average multiple of
4 times total investment amount.
Roop holds a Bachelor’s degree from North Carolina
State University, a Master’s degree from the University
of Toronto and a law degree from the University of
British Columbia.

VP
SALES

Ken is a seasoned beverage sales executive who
has has held senior sales positions at Red Bull,
Power Coco, Drink Neuro, CRUNK Energy Drink,
and Gallo Winery. Based on his 25 years of
experience building retail beverage brands, Ken
has created his own warehousing distribution
and fulfillment center as well as a nation-wide
network of retail relationships, which he
leverages in support of Infuzed Brands.
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EXPERTISE

ADVISORY LEADERSHIP

DEEPAK ANAND

CORBY MARSHALL

WARREN SPENCE

A global cannabis industry expert who has
worked with senior government officials,
politicians, policy makers, health professional
organizations, clinical practitioners, educators,
investors, nations and producers. He is a public
speaker who is regularly engaged with Canadian
and international media on subjects related to the
cannabis industry. He brings 15 years of
leadership experience in the health, non-profit
and private sectors in Canada.

Corby serves as Founder and Chief Executive
Officer of Hawkeye Systems, Inc. Prior to
Hawkeye, he was the Senior Vice President of
Alliances and Partnerships for AppOrbit, where
he developed go-to-market programs and
assisted in leading operations for several highprofile companies, such as Metastorm, Mercator,
Niku and LabCorp. He currently serves as a
director of Liberty Defense (SCAN). Mr. Marshall’s
expertise and business prowess spans decades.

Prior to joining Infuzed Brand’s Advisory Board,
Warren’s 24 year expertise spans across major
Canadian food and beverage brands - Olivieri
Pasta, Yves Veggie Cuisine and Red Bull Canada.
The past 3 years he has spent helping startup
companies with their implementation of their
supply chain and operations systems. Warren
was also recently appointed Head of Supply
Chain for Nude Vodka Soda. Warren’s
background is in Operations, Logistics,
Information Technology and Supply Chain
Management.

He is an expert at developing new programs and
leading through transformational change, which
stemmed from his early years as an Airbornequalified, Field Artillery Officer in the United
States Army. He is a proud graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point.
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INTRODUCTION

COMPANY
HIGHLIGHTS
• POSITIVE INDUSTRY TRENDS: The CBD market is expected to grow exponentially to a
projected $22B by 2022

• STRONG MARKET POSITIONING: We are niching down on the hemp beverage sector and not
trying to be everything to everybody in the noisy hemp space

• LEVERAGED PARTNERSHIPS: We are strategically partnering with the most advanced
biochemists and most industry-entrenched manufacturers and distributors to ensure we are on
the leading edge and well-connected within this emerging market

• CONTINUED INNOVATION: Infuzed is using the latest in nanotechnology to ensure it delivers
the most potent, effective and most bioavailable CBD

• EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT TEAM: Entrepreneurial team with successful track records in
beverages, branding, marketing and consumer packaged goods

• FINANCIAL: We are a well-capitalized company and already seeing cash flow
• SPARKLING WATER GROWTH: The US market alone has grown from $450M in 2012 to over
$1.5B in 2018
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THE

GOODS

WHY INFUZED BRANDS?
•
•

•

Capitalize on booming CBD market
No major player - opportunity to capture
market
Product speaks for itself – the best on the
market
Knowledgeable advisory board
• Deepak Anand: VP at one of North
America’s Top CBD Consultancy
• Warren Spence: Head of Supply Chain,
Nude Vodka
• Corby Marshall: CEO, Hawkeye Systems

•
•

Ability to scale
A-list celebrity ambassador to be brought on
board

•

INFUZED BRANDS

THE

GOODS

ST RAT EG IC A D VA N TA G ES
•
•
•
•

Established Distribution Networks
Ease of Scalability
Minimum Capital Expenditure
Cash Flow Positivity
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THE

NUMBERS

I N F U Z E D B R A N D S IS E X P E C T E D TO B E C O M E
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EXPANDING DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
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EXPANDING DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

INFUZED BRANDS

RELEVANT TRANSACTIONS
T H E L A R G E C P G H O L D I N G C O M P A N I E S A R E L O O K I N G T O A V O ID
D I S RU PT IO N B Y A C Q U I RIN G S T RO N G B RA N D S I N EM ERG I N G CA T EG O RIES
T O PL U G I NT O T H E I R E ST A B L IS H E D D I S T R I B U T I O N N ET W O R K S

BRAND

CATEGORY

BAI

Antioxidant Infused
Beverages

TOPO CHICO

Premium Sparkling
Mineral Water

VALUATION

ACQUIRER

NOTES

$1.7B

Dr. Pepper
Snapple Group

7.4x Revenue

Coca Cola

3x Revenue
70% Sales in Texas

$220M

RX BAR

Whole Foods
Protein Bars

$600M

Kellogg

5x Revenue
5 Years Old

EVI T A

Sparkling Probiotic
Beverages

$200M

Pepsi

2.5x Revenue

Protein Beverages and
Powder

$450M

Hormel Foods

2x Revenue

Nestle

“Significant Revenue
Multiple”

MUSCLE MI LK

BLUE B O T T L E

Premium Coffee

$560M
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THE

OFFER

CORPORATE DETAILS &
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
•
•
•
•
•

Historic Financing: $3M raised to-date
Share Structure: 37,218,925 sharesissued
Current Capital Raise: $28M USD (@ $0.40 USD/share), half warrant for each share purchased @$0.60 USD term 2 years.
Use of Proceeds: Celebrity Endorsements, Sales Team Expansion, Distribution Networks, Strategic Partnerships (i.e. Investments in Co-Packing Facility)
Lead Broker: Mackie Research, leading independent investment firm in Canada

•

SEPTEMBER 2019 - INFUZEDBRANDS.COM
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OUR

PRODUCTS

I N F U Z E D THIRST
Live your best life by adding a little spark! This stress-free, guilt-free,
anxiety-free and sugar free hemp-infused sparkling water will give
you all the motivation you need to start your day fresh and end your
day inspired. Using a nano-emulsification process for our hemp
extract gives you the most effective, bio-available, fastest-absorbing
product on the market. Say goodbye to physical and emotional
fatigue because you can do it all with style, grace and a can of
Infuzed Thirst.
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

12 FL OZ Can
10mg Nano-Encapsulated Hemp Extract
All-Natural
Zero Sugar
Zero Calories

FLAVORS
Mango-Peach, Lime, Berry, Grapefruit, Lemon
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SO C IA L M ED IA ST RAT EGY

INSTAGRAM

INFLUENCERS

We are doubling down on this platform

Using a network of influencers, bloggers,

focussing on user generated conversation -

photographers, copywriters, and video creators

delivering the right content to the right people

on-demand to build & grow our social media.

at the right time.

CBD EDUCTAION

CELEBRITY SEEDING

CBD education will be key to our strategy.

Gifting and sampling product to high-profile

We will be posting stories, videos and photos

celebrities through gifting suites, direct to

relaying the health benefits of CBD and

publicist and direct to music label strategies.

demonstrating how to incorporate it into daily
life routines.

INFUZED BRANDS

INFUZED BRANDS

CELEBRITY FOCUS
A large part of our marketing strategy is to partner with high-profile celebrities to endorse our line of
beverages. Using a strategic segmentation model, we will target music, lifestyle, multi-cultural and millennial
celebrities to grow our brand visibility, intrinsic value and profitable sales. Leveraging existing relationships
with celebrity publicists and music labels, Infuzed is positioned to escalate brand value to the next level.

INFUZED BRANDS

KEY

TA K E AWAY S

INVEST W I T H INFUZED B R A N D S
1) Establish a deep bench.
2)Determine market void then fill that void.
3)Establish market opportunity then build product.
4)Form strategic partnerships with proven metrics.
5)Build multiple possibilities for an exit opportunity.
6)Bet on Infuzed Brands. Bet on our winning team.

THIS IS A N E X C L U S I V E I N V E S T M E N T O P P O R T U N I T Y
TO GET IN O N THE G R O U N D F L O O R AT THE S A M E
I N V E S T M E N T L E V E L AS M A N A G E M E N T.

SEPTEMBER 2019 - INFUZEDBRANDS.COM
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LEGAL

CONFIDENTIALITY &
FORWARD LOOKINGSTATEMENTS
This document has been prepared by Infuzed Brands Inc.
The purpose of this document is to provide information solely to the
recipient. By accepting this document the recipient agrees to keep
confidential at all times information contained in it or made available in
connection with this or any further information presented to them by
Infuzed Brands Inc. This document is for the exclusive use of the recipient
and shall not be copied or reproduced in any electronic or physical form or
distributed, communicated or disclosed in whole or in part by recipients
to any other person nor should any other person act on it.
The information in this document has been provided by Infuzed Brands Inc,
does not purport to be comprehensive, has not been independently verified
and should not be relied on as a promise or representation as to the future.
The information in this document is subject to updating, completion,
revision, further verification and amendment and no oﬀer is being made
through this presentation.
By accepting this document the recipient agrees to be bound by the
foregoing conditions and limitations. Information in this document was
prepared as of February 2019. All questions relating to this document
should be directed in the first instance through Jigme Love, CEO at
(info@infuzedbrands.com).

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS:
Certain statements in this presentation constitute forward looking
statements and forward looking information within the meaning of
applicable Canadian and United States securities legislation (collectively
herein referred to as “forward-looking statements”), which can often be
identified by words such as “will”, “may”, “estimate”, “expect”, “plan”,
“project”, “intend”, “anticipate” and other words indicating that the
statements are forward-looking. Such forward-looking statements are
expectations only and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other important factors that could cause the actual results, performance
or achievements of Infuzed Brands Inc or industry results to diﬀer materially from
any future results, performance or achievements implied by such forward-looking
statements.
Such risks and uncertainties include, among others, the eﬀect of
capital market conditions and other factors on capital availability; our ability to
execute on our proposed business plan; our ability to market our products and
expand our distribution networks and product oﬀerings; regulatory risks; competition,
including from more established or better financed competitors; and the need
to secure and maintain corporate alliances and partnerships, including with
customers and suppliers. These factors should be considered carefully and
readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements contained in this document are
made of the date of this presentation and, except as required by applicable
law, Infuzed Brands Inc. assumes no obligation to update or revise them to reflect
new events or circumstances. Although the Company has attempted to identify
important risks and factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to
diﬀer materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there
may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not to be
as anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking information contained
in this presentation is based on Infuzed Brands Inc.’s current estimates, expectations
and projections, which Infuzed Brands Inc. believes are reasonable as of the current
date. Infuzed Brands Inc. can give no assurance that these estimates, expectations
and projections will prove to have been correct.

THIRD PARTY INFORMATION: This presentation includes market and
industry data which was obtained from various publicly available sources and
other sources believed by Infuzed Brands Inc. to be true. Although Infuzed Brands
Inc. believes it to be reliable, Infuzed Brands Inc. has not independently verified
any of the data from third-party sources referred to in this presentation, or
analyzed or verified the underlying reports relied upon or referred to by such
sources, or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources.
Infuzed Brands Inc. does not make any representation as to the accuracy of such
information.
The statements made regarding our products and their components have not
been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The eﬃcacy of our
products and certain components thereof, including CBD, hemp and alkaline
water, have not been confirmed by FDA-approved research. Infuzed Brands Inc.
makes no representations or warranties in relation to the health information in this
presentation. The products described herein are not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease. All information presented here is not meant as a
substitute for or alternative to information from health care practitioners.

INFUZED BRANDS

T H A N K YOU

CONTACT
e: invest@infuzedbrands.com
w: www.investinfuzed.com
a: DealMaker
c/o Ellenoff Grossman & Schole LLP
1345 Avenue of the Americas
11th Floor
New York, NY 10105

